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Abstract
This paper introduces the speech synthesis system devel-
oped by USTC for Blizzard Challenge 2012. An audio-
book speech corpus is adopted as the training data for
system construction this year. Similar to our previous
systems, the hidden Markov model (HMM) based unit
selection and waveform concatenation approach is fol-
lowed to develop our speech synthesis system using this
corpus. Considering the inconsistent recording condi-
tions and the narrator’s expressiveness within the corpus,
we add some channel and expressiveness related labels
to each sentence besides the conventional segmental and
prosodic labels for system construction. The evaluation
results of Blizzard Challenge 2012 show that our system
performs well in all evaluation tests, which proves the ef-
fectiveness of the HMM-based unit selection approach in
coping with a non-standard speech synthesis corpus.
Index Terms: Speech synthesis, unit selection, hidden
Markov model

1. Introduction
USTC have been attending Blizzard Challenge since
2006. In 2006, we submitted an HMM-based statistical
parametric speech synthesis system [1]. Since Blizzard
Challenge 2007 [2], we started to adopt the HMM-based
unit selection and waveform concatenation approach [3]
to build our systems for achieving better similarity and
naturalness of synthetic speech. In this method, the op-
timal candidate phone sequence is searched out from
the speech database by optimizing a statistical criteri-
on which is derived from a group of acoustic models.
The criterion is a combination of maximum likelihood
and minimum Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD). The
acoustic models are trained using different acoustic fea-
tures, such as frame-level spectral and F0 features, phone
durations, and so on. Furthermore, some new techniques
have been developed and evaluated during the system
construction of the following years. In Blizzard Chal-
lenge 2009, cross-validation (CV) and minimal genera-
tion error criterion (MGE) [4] was introduced to opti-
mize the scale of the decision tree for model clustering
automatically. State-sized concatenation units and multi-
Gaussian state probability density functions (PDFs) were
also employed during system construction [5]. In Bliz-

zard Challenge 2010, a covariance tying technique was
applied to improve the efficiency and reduce the footprint
of the acoustic models [6] and a syllable-level F0 mod-
el was introduced to evaluation the pitch combination of
two adjacent syllables [7]. In Blizzard Challenge 2011,
a maximum log likelihood ratio (LLR) criterion was de-
veloped to replace the conventional maximum likelihood
criterion for unit selection [8].

The same HMM-based unit selection and waveform
concatenation approach is followed to build our system
for Blizzard Challenge 2012. Due to the limited prepara-
tion time, we construct our system using the framework
similar to Blizzard Challenge 2007. The difference is that
an extra syllable-level F0 model [7] is added. Because
the speech corpus for system construction is composed
of audiobook recordings with automatic transcriptions,
we make a sentence selection based on the confidence
value of speech recognition and add some channel and
expressiveness related labels to each sentence for better
context-dependent model training. The evaluation results
of Blizzard Challenge 2012 prove the effectiveness of our
HMM-based unit selection approach in dealing with such
non-standard speech synthesis corpus.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces our methods used for system construction. In sec-
tion 3, the evaluation results of our system in Blizzard
Challenge 2012 are shown and discussed. The conclu-
sions are made in section 4.

2. Methods
2.1. HMM-based unit selection method

2.1.1. Model training

At training stage, we firsly choose a group of acoustic
features that can be used to evaluate the naturalness of
synthetic speech. Let M denote the number of chosen
features. The task of model training is to estimate a
set of context-dependent statistical models {λ1, ..., λM}
for these features. In our system for Blizzard Challenge
2012, phone is adopted as the basic segment for unit s-
election and six models, including a spectrum model, a
F0 model, a phone duration model, a concatenating spec-
trum model, a concatenating F0 model, and a syllable-
level F0 model are trained. The spectrum model and the



F0 model are used to model the frame-level spectral and
F0 features. The phone duration model presents the dis-
tribution of frame numbers within a phone. The concate-
nating spectrum and F0 models describe the distribution
of spectral and F0 transitions at phone boundaries [2].
The syllable-level F0 model is trained using the F0 fea-
tures extracted from the vowels of two adjacent syllables
[7].

Based on the extracted spectral and F0 parameters for
each frame of the training database, HMMs are estimated
under maximum likelihood criterion to get the spectrum
model and the F0 model, where the spectrum is mod-
eled by a continuous probability distribution and the F0 is
modeled by a multi-space probability distribution (MSD)
[9]. Then we take the state alignment results using the
trained HMMs to train the phone duration model, con-
catenating spectrum model, concatenating F0 model, and
syllable-level F0 model respectively [2, 7]. In order to
present the effects of context features on the distribution
of acoustic features, all the models are trained context-
dependently. Decision-tree-based model clustering tech-
nique [10] is applied to deal with the data-sparsity prob-
lems and to predict the model parameters for the context
features that do not exist in the training set at synthesis
stage.

2.1.2. Unit selection

Assume the utterance for synthesis consists of N phones
and has context feature C, which is given by text anal-
ysis on the input sentence. A candidate sequence of
phone-sized units to synthesis this utterance is written as
U = {u1, u2, ..., uN}. Then, the optimal sequence U∗ is
searched out from the database under the statistical crite-
rion of

U∗ = argmax
U

M∑
m=1

wm [logPλm
(X(U,m)|C)

−wKLDDλm
(C(U), C)] (1)

where X(U,m) extracts the acoustic features corre-
sponding to the m-th model from the unit sequence U;
C(U) denotes the context feature of the unit sequence
U; Pλm

(·) and Dλm
(·) represent the likelihood and KLD

calculation functions respectively;wm and wKLD denote
the weights for the m-th model and the KLD compo-
nents1 in the criterion. Furthermore, we can rewrite (1)
into the conventional form of a sum of target cost and
concatenation cost as described in [7]. Then a dynamic
programming (DP) search is applied to find the optimal
candidate sequence. In order to reduce the computation
complexity of DP search, a KLD-based unit pre-selection
algorithm [2] is applied before the DP search.

1Only the KLD of spectrum model, F0 model, and phone duration
model are considered in our implementation.

Finally, the waveforms of every two consecutive can-
didate units in the optimal sequence are concatenated to
produce the synthesized speech. The cross-fade tech-
nique [11] is used here to smooth the phase discontinuity
at the concatenation points of phone boundaries.

2.2. Database and annotation

This year, an audiobook database [12] is released as the
speech corpus for system construction. This database
consists of the recordings of four books written by Mark
Twain and was pronounced by an American English nar-
rator. The texts of this database is generated by lightly su-
pervised speech recognition technique [12] with a confi-
dence value for each sentence. We processed the database
by the following steps.

1) Sentence selection. The sentences with confidence
value lower than 0 were discarded. The number of
remaining sentences is 26, 001 and the total dura-
tion is about 50 hours.

2) Segmental and prosodic labelling. We adopted an
English text analysis tool provided by iFLYTEK
to get the phoneme transcription and ToBI infor-
mation of each sentence based on the orthograph-
ic texts provided with the speech data. The phone
boundary segmentation was conducted by HMM
alignment using an adapted acoustic model.

3) Channel labelling. The database consists of four
stories and we found there is significant channel
inconsistency among the recordings of different s-
tories. Thus, we added a channel label to each
sentence according to the story it belongs to. We
checked several samples of each story and assigned
the channel label empirically. The first and third s-
tories were labelled as Channel 1. The second and
the fourth stories were labelled as Channel 2 and
Channel 3 respectively. This channel label is added
to the question set for decision-tree-based model
clustering. At synthesis time, the label of Channel
1 is used for input sentences.

4) Expressiveness labelling. Compared to the con-
ventional speech synthesis databases with news-
reading style, this audiobook database is far more
expressive. In order to get relatively neutral speech
for system construction, we made a simple two-
value expressiveness labelling according to the av-
erage F0 of each sentence in an unsupervised way.
The idea is similar to [13]. Firstly, the average F0
of all sentences in the database are calculated and
a threshold of 175Hz is applied empirically. The
sentences with average F0 lower than this thresh-
old were labelled as neutral ones. Otherwise, they
were labelled as expressive ones. This label is also
added to the questions set for decision-tree-based
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Figure 1: The mean opinion scores (MOS) with 95% con-
fidence interval for the three systems in the internal ex-
periment.

model clustering. At synthesis time, the neutral la-
bel is assigned to each input sentence.

2.3. Internal experiment

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the sentence s-
election and expressiveness labelling method introduced
above, an internal experiment was conducted during the
system preparation. Three systems were built and com-
pared.

• SYS 32H. The threshold of confidence value for
sentence selection was set to 100, which leads to 32
hours of recordings for system construction. The
channel labels were used and the expressiveness la-
bels were neglected.

• SYS 32H-EL. The same as SYS 32H except that the
expressiveness labels were used.

• SYS 50H. The same as SYS 32H except that the
threshold of confidence value for sentence selec-
tion was set to 0.

Thirty-five sentences were synthesized using the three
systems and were evaluated by five listeners. The listen-
ers were required to give a score from 1 (very unnatural)
to 5 (very natural) for each synthesized speech. The mean
opinion scores (MOS) with 95% confidence interval for
the three systems are shown in Fig. 1. From this figure,
we see that the difference between setting the confidence
threshold for sentence selection to 0 and 100 is very smal-
l. Introducing expressiveness labels improves the natural-
ness of synthetic speech slightly. However, the difference
is also insignificant. Finally, we set the threshold of con-
fidence value to 0 and adopt the two-value expressiveness
labels in the submitted system.
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Figure 2: Boxplot of MOS on similarity.

3. Evaluation

This section introduces and discusses the evaluation re-
sults of our system in Blizzard Challenge 2012. This
year, the identifier letter of our system is C. System A is
the natural speech and system B is a Festival benchmark
system.

3.1. Similarity test

The boxplots of MOS on similarity of all the systems are
shown in Figure 2. As we can see, our system achieves
the best similarity to the original speaker. The results of
Wilcoxon’s signed rank tests further show that the differ-
ence between system C and any other systems on sim-
ilarity is significant at 1% level. The high similarity s-
core of our system can be attributed to the unit selection
and waveform concatenation synthesis approach where
no signal processing is applied besides the simple wave-
form smoothing at phone boundaries.

3.2. Naturalness test

The boxplots of MOS on naturalness of all systems are
shown in Fig. 3. The results show that our system
achieved the best performance (not including the natural
speech system A) on naturalness among all the partici-
pant systems. And the Wilcoxon’s signed rank tests also
show that the difference between C and any other partic-
ipant systems on naturalness is significant.
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Figure 3: Boxplot of MOS on naturalness.

3.3. Intelligibility test

Fig. 4 shows the results of the overall word error rate
(WER) test of all systems. Our system achieves the low-
est WER among all the systems, which is 19% for all
listeners and 7.7% for the paid native English speaker-
s. The Wilcoxon’s signed rank tests shows the difference
between System C and System D and H is insignificant.

3.4. Paragraph test

In this test, each listener listened to one whole paragraph
from a novel and chose a score on a scale of 1 to 60 for
the following seven aspects: overall impression, pleas-
antness, speech pauses, stress, intonation, emotion, and
listening effort. Then, a mean opinion score could be cal-
culated for each aspect. The evaluation results show that
our system achieves the best performance in all the seven
aspects. The mean opinion scores of our system and the
natural speech are listed in Table 1. From this table, we
see that the emotion and the intonation are the weakest
aspects of our system. This is due to the lack of emotion
and intonation related context features in current system.

4. Conclusions
This paper introduced the USTC speech synthesis system
built for the Blizzard Challenge 2012. The HMM-based
unit selection approach has been adopted for system con-
struction. The evaluation results of Blizzard Challenge
2012 has proved the effectiveness of this approach in syn-
thesizing the texts of novel domain using a non-standard
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Figure 4: Word error rates of all participant systems.

System A C
Overall 48 37

Pleasantness 45 36
Speech Pause 47 35

Stress 47 34
Intonation 47 33
Emotion 46 32

Listening Effort 47 35

Table 1: MOS of our system (C) and the natural speech
(A) in the paragraph test.

speech synthesis database. The audiobook synthesis is
still a challenging task and there are still several prob-
lems need to be solved in the future work, such as chan-
nel equalization, automatic labelling for expressiveness
and emotion factors, intonation modelling, and so on.
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